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-J. -t. ' Xflfrrtoductlon J.'r.' 
On an invitation of the European Parliament, through the Latin American 
Visitors Programme^t^e author visited 'ààys' some of the member 
countries of the European Ctommuni'ty "to "obtain first hand knowledge of its 
functioning. The main siftjéct' '¿x&m£ tailed "ttte "visit: evolved was to assess 
thé possibility of arriving 'at"a; cooperation agreement between the European 
Community and the Central American integration process. 
This report' is divided in three parts* the first one refers to the 
present state of the European Community; the second, to the relations 
between the Community and the Central American integration process; and the 
last one, includes some observations on the Latin American Visitors Programme 
which might- "be useful-* to ~£oeure:participants. 
She-author wùùld liketo;îexpress hi£''grafcitùdé to several persons who 
contributed Ho • masking • theuvi«ikia6i«--,frirtit:;£ul'ii V&h PV>iïér1ser-Jbnei=f and 
Mrs. J. Crump ton, of ¡the Secretariat .t^^latin» Visits' PvogtmoB 
Mr. John Horton, of the Directorate General for Information of thé Eûrbpean 
Parliament ; Mr,'. Salvatore fiomado,thè-- Cè^tfs&à'^O-f&ce' <la Rome; 
Mr. Lewis Aràstriong, of. the*Commission's Office lir-Parla^'fend Mr. M; Hi'-Pelly 
of the Centrals information? Office o¥ thé BritishGbviœïimënfc. Thesepersbhs 
arranged.the interviews' held?lntth&5 countriesàratfiiistitutiohs'that wére ° 
visite^ while Mr. Barker (Jones ii^fchsrge* with: impeèablè effiMéûcy,r 
of theorganization of̂  thesprogrammei aé é'- ùholèii ' Finally^ ¿peciâl1 thanké ' 
are,due to: Mr.• Arturo Fajàrdo^ Gûàfcfâaâiân Aiabaàsador'to the European -1 
Conmamity, for thê'iCÔllàbo^tlott he^gràatfed-tb the âùthoé during his stay in 
Brussels.' • •• -O',- .. •> - ' 
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2. Some observations on the present state of the 
Before stating these observations, i t £hou|4. be. menjtionesd that they are 
necessarily part ia l and that th^y refleçjt only the p t b p r ' s points of view. 
Some of than probably reveal the impossibility of understanding a process, 
as complex as the European, in the br ie f period which the v i s i t lasted« 
Therefore, they must not be considered, de f in i t ive , .since they try only to 
describe some of the. facts which allowed the drawing of some conclusions 
cm the present state of the European,, Community c .. 
a) Progress t,... r. .. 
At the time of the v i s i t i the European Conuwsiity: war facino 
two important issues, b o tho fwh i ch are indicative of i t s present situation: 
f i r s t , direct-elections to thè European Parliament « id second, ongoing 
negotiations with Greece, Portugal and Spain that could: lead to a widening 
of the Community«.-: ••.-••:•••< 
• The poss ib i l i ty of direct elections to the European Parliament i s -
perceived, as a s ignif icant progress in. thè institutional development'of the 
Community, despite the fact: that they do not èntai l an increase in the powers 
of the Parliaaent^ because js^e representativës' w i l l be' invested with the 
legitimacy that wilt, grant them rtheiridesignation- through/popular elections. 
Eight of the. i^ne iBsnber countries had already approved, the~ internal' ; -
legislation-required to carry out theelect ions by the middle of next year. 
Only the United Kingdom had not done so, because thè legis lat ion became à 
subject of internal po l i t i ca l discussion; but very few persons doubted that 
i t w i l l do i t , although i t was not known I f in time to participate on the 
general election. Thus, from the perspective of the Community's institutional 
development, i t was toped that by next year i t w i l l have the f i r s t institution 
representative of the populations of the member countries, in contrast with 
the present situation in which those responsible for the di f ferent Community 
institutions are appointed by the participating governments« 
The fact that the new Parliament, directly elected, w i l l not be granted 
more powers Is interpreted - by those responsible of organizing the election -
/as a tactical 
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as a tactical concession to avoid a premature discussion on such powers 
that could hinder the poss ib i l i t ies of, holding the^elections» At the end, 
what i s being, sought inmiediately is, the popular, and, direct election of the 
representatives, while the ^r^\ting of more powers, to the Parliament w i l l 
have to be faced l a ter , bearing in mind the, delicate equilibrium of the 
present institutional framework. 
, J - J. :' 1 : . ,••* . 
The issue of x^eping th.e Cot^aun^ty by mepns ne^ofciattons to 
include as members other countries such as Greece. Portugal and Spain w i l l 
raise, among otjiers^.a problem on which Latin American economic integration 
ef forts have some experience^ that i s , the pne .Rising from differences in 
levels of development^ among t h ^ parti$£j>etlng q?t^n^ries. Dp to now, the 
problem of balanced growth within the Community has been dealt as one of 
depressed regions within each member cpunt]ip^.,althfWgh i t i s recognized 
that the presence of Ireland constitutes a l r e ^ y a fcase of, lesser re lat ive 
development. But the smong some of 
the functionaries of the Conmj^ssion. in charge of external.relations and 
regional policy - that the presence, Q f c o u n t r i e s „mentioned above, 
with a level of development lower t h ^ that of .tbe pther members, w i l l bring 
forward _ more ^a^ t^ l j y^ tbe^d^s j a^vMy^ - ^P^^ 
Anyway, ^ thput in^it^ti<Hiai isisues 
that w i l l ra ise th«| widening of the Community, the fĴ Sj , 
fundamentally as po l i t i ca l , since wha^ .is being pursued i s the preservation 
of democratic regimes in Western Europe, and in such conviction can be found 
the main just i f icat ion for the negotiations. Even so, the execution, of ¿his 
decision, in the words of a functionary of the Commission, " i s not for 
tomorrow", and .that i s the reason why i t can be expected that some time w i l l 
elapse before the negotiation leads to a "Community of. I ? " . Optimistic 
estimates in this respect point tp .1982 as the most probable date in which 
these three countries w i l l be able to become f u l l members.-,.. 
" '• ' ••-' • ' ' ' ' 
:'./.•'•. f'l-' - A''.1" 
CO •• 'X' :i: 
•••".I.A..'. ( / I. /b) Stagnation 
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b ) Stagnation y 
The two issueis b r l é f l y dèà^bed*âNrvé'~téët'the"fleids In whièh 
progress can be expected in thé re lat ively hear future of the European 
Community. There exist Othèlf areas in w&lch prôspects cannot be as optimistic 
and whose development I s ¿ up tc> a certain point , stagnated for reasons that 
w i l l be described hereinafter. t • •-»< •.<•.. 
The economic situation; •• i ï ïustrated by re lat ively high rates of 
in f la t ion and unemploymèrtt - which i s af fecting the member countries of the 
European Ô w a n u n i t f r d t f Î è r e n ë ' dégréë's of intensity, constitutes 
at the present time one o£ the' main <&stac£es <£ thé' adoption of coordinated 
pol ic ies in certain sectors and corrtartra act iv i t i es , such as capital mobility 
and monetary integration:« irt these areas, the ¿"èstifictÎvé measures adopted 
by almost a l l the meabeîfr f&v&imétots hâve decisively affected the possib i l i t ies 
of promoting f u r t h ^ prôgress.' " ' " J: : '"'"''' ' r ' 
Furthermore, a f i x^ ' iBcm '^ iœt io i f sÀ^ o f ' thé Cfflnraission, i t isconsidered 
that not much can bfe done bn^he subjects of monetary union and capital 
' riobility as long as in f la t ion ¿Cntinues affeéting the member States with 
d i f ferent degrees of intensity, I t i s a l s oVeJlév&î t h a t economic instabi l ity 
has even negattlvély': a & & t & l "tiife {8ëgt«é 'of' c j # ï t a i ofobiflfcy' that' prevailed 
" before the? present ïrëé' W ëàpitals ' 'Is considered to be 
closely linked totheperspect ives ' 'o f monetary liniton; that is'Vhy i t Is 
presently 'estimated Impbsèiblé to push fotwàr'â itf 'thë ÉLrst one oé these 
1 f i e l d s , tmtii monetary union has'been attained, which'is perceived'as' able 
to ocdut only by the end of the" integration process. 
: This less optimistic perspective regarding monetary intégration and 
capital mobility I s supported by what i s considered the prioritary need of 
stabi l iz ing the" economies, particularly of those countries considered most 
seriously af fected, as the Onited"Kingdom and I t a l y . That' i s , the main 
objective presently i s to t ry ,anove a l l in these two member countries, that 
in f lat ion does not so beyond rates incompatible with the integration process, 
to preserve the existent level of interdependence, instead of trying to 




following, queâlrfLon;:arises^ftòm the previous assertions: which are 
the measures adopeed-at;the : Community level la ' order Co- contribute to the 
stabiiij&ationrof the fe«>mwaies;:-aiost sèriously affected by the crisis* with 
the. purpose of', avoiding rates of inflation-incompatible with the level of 
interdependence already; attained? Ia this sensé/'the Monetary Committee 
- .where in the ipast jwere coordinated the member countries ' common positions 
regarding -the reforro of the intemational roonetary system ië attempting 
the unification of criteria t?o. elaborate indicators of growth of thé monetae 
means of p ayi»enk, ; ; and -to identify ,ttoecriteria to éstablish ceilings to the 
levels of global ..credtfeJln^the differentreeonoiniesv ¿On the othéar hand, the 
Commission is promoting a more intensive utilization of the Europem unit 
of account in, ;all 'iomiauitìL̂ y transactions¿> ::Flhsllyy ti*® need is recognized 
tha£ those nte^^ coUntries :relatiireijr least affected by the crisis, should 
«»ntribute more todies, solution,? bjpuptinuìsting although 
it ,is admitted that, Jotb thisxlast purpose, the.^Jtoman^ty" hesvbaly persuasive 
powers. In brief, It can.b eo stated thafe^in thefieldOf monetary integration, 
global schemes of uxiifi cation have keen set ¡aside," to admiïiistet Mmetary 
matters to avoid- the negative, consequences that 4:hey might* have On rthfe level 
of interdepender«e:.alrea^>£eachedv; .-'¡which-: translate» itself^into what an-
observer called^ V.aii»«rr©que?in&titWtional co^tructi©»''<{-iar> thé monetary sector, 
due,, tp: ther abseiice; of a global framet®rki Thùs>" for instance, theré «cists 
the already mentioned Monetary Committee, with a mixed composition that u; 
igçludes. representatiyesoof the Central Banks and of tKe- MittiStries-of Finance 
- ft.a- level of¿Deputy Governors and'General Director« - tfhôse secrétariat 
igcperfoçmed bX -the Commission. Then, the Central Banks meet in Basel'in ' 
thelç own Committeeof Governors and the secretariat is entrusted tó the 
Banl* of International Settlements, without the Commission having any 
participation. There also exist three conm&ttees ìów érpéèific subjects at 
a technical level on short term, medium term and budgetary policies*; - Finally, 
there e$i$ts the European Fund for Monetary Cooperation, created by decision 
of . the Council of Ministers- of April .3, 1®73 witît a provisional slége iti ! -
Lux^nbourg, although in fact the book-keeping, and̂  ̂ dndttiét^atìon of the Itians 




Toconelude, i t should b e s a i d t h a t . t b i s r e l a t i v e l y pessimistic 
perspective on the poss ib i l i t ies of monetary union in the European 
Conanunity does not seen .to be shared by the po l i t i ca l leaders Of the 
Commission, among whom there seem$; to be emerging a new proposal for monetary 
unif ication. Unfortunately, i t ,was not possible for the-author to obtain 
more detai ls on such proposal,, but i t was understood that i t tends towards 
the creation of a common çurrfncy whose utilization-would be; para l l e l to 
the national currencies of the.member .States» that i s » i t tends towards the 
establishment of a dual monetaryi^stem* Z t was also impossible to ascertain 
the proposed date when the Presidency *>f the Conniissioniwould launch such an 
in i t i a t ive * . .. - . ':>• . " • ' 
In the same manner that the economic situation prevailing in the 
Community was an o b s t a c l e ^ monetary integration and capital mobility, other 
areas of regional activity or cfpmon pol ic ies were-, found to be experiencing 
a state of re lat ive stagnation,, although in thesè other .cases i t was due to 
d i f ferent reasons tham those Mready pointed out. , . 
For instance, in the case pf the Community ® si regional policy , or of 
those common actions aimed at the compensation of the unbalanced distribution 
of the benefits, of process; anong the , depressedrc^jlons of thé meùfcër 
c o u n t r i e s t h e existence- pf ; some contradictions was noticed âmong Connnunity 
institutions which, might explain in some eases the re lat ively weak impact 
of this pol icy. , • . -s-. • •.;. 
r The Coianunity*s regional policy includes two basic elements. F i r s t , 
the coordination of incentives to investment,In those regions considered • 
depressed, as with a member country as a whole, such as Ireland, or in somë 
regions such as Greenland,, the-;,South of I ta ly or the NorthofEng land . 
Second, the existence of the. Regional Deyelopment Fund, which amounts to 
roughly 10 per cent of the national bu4gets for regional policy (around 
500 mllllot)i dollars a year ) , -v' r v o 
Nevertheless, there exists very l i t t l e pr almost any-wordiriation 
among the disburstents of the;Regional .^yelopment Bund *•> that are MiSed 
ÇP support exp^dituses ,of .-.regional. aid and the lending 
policy of the European Investment Bank- (EIB) . Despite the fact iâiat ithe ^ 
î . \ /Bank owes 
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Bank owes:its creation,"rand:has .as', one. .of its objectives^ to contribute to 
the regional development; of the: CommtmiCy, and despite ¡the institutional 
; links which could suppose;, a: greater coordination bsfeweea; ;the Fund and the 
Bank, .the author often-' found evidence of. this - absence, ofr coordination among 
both institutions. Some personsy for-eKsnplej complained about the 
inexistence of aii investment? policyin the Bank,-which seemed to be confirmed 
by Bank 's- functionaries who considered that it should notassumea promotional 
role ^nly• respondt demands addressed-to: It. Then too:, while some 
officials; e^ressed^ the; needr.ffr the existence of- a promotional entity within 
the Community, to identic aid, promoite projects., of; consnoh inter est, others 
considered that s"dvyneed,\did not exist,-since the national promotional 
institutions: alr&adtf' d^al with.-,such tasksf and theses last should submit to 
the.-,project«!already»idteafcilifciJrrby t b e m i , t / r r . . : r .-».r-v -.}•,. -
For these reasons, the links of coordination among the Bank andithe 
Commission do not seem sufficient to avoid this divergent conception of the 
Bank's role. These links include the presence of a representative of the 
Commission In the Board of Directors of the Bank, in addition to 17, govern-
mental representatives. Then, there is the very , iip>orj:ant requirement that 
before the Bank adopts .a decision or»tfinancing a project,.the Commission is 
given a term of £wo na>nths to state..itf opinion on tl̂ e, project, and In case 
of a negative opinion, the decision has to be ado^tecl by the unanl^Qus vote 
of the Board of Directors of the Bank. Finally, the Commission can submit 
projects to the ^»nsideretion of the Bank. 
In the meantime, while these problems of coordination subsist, among 
- . .JE?:. '„ ,. 'J • •• '¡3 ..¡o[ ?TC.- .. , w 
the Community's regional policy and the functioning of the Bank, the latter 
has widened its activities to the financing of projects in ,the countries, 
associated to the Community by the LomS Convention and also to some non^saember 
countries, such as Portugal, Lebanon and Yugoslavia. 
Finally, these limitations ¿n the Community's regional policy can be 
explained by a divergence which exists In the conception of the .policy itself« 
On one side are those member aovernmervto supporting a .nrnre Interventionist or 
"diidi^iste" policy, which are some of the main recipients of such. aid; ,on; 
^ e otfasr n8ide jgre ..the^t^^ttlbu^r^^tM.regiQiui], financing, £avt$r a 




A l l these elements hove generated a regional policy <>f re lat ive ly 
limited Impact and r evea l theneed to endow the Conanunity with more powerful 
distr ibutive instruments, i f the participation as members of re lat ively less 
developed c*nmtriesa such as Greece, Portugal* and Spain« i s achieved« 
Actually, the presene« o f Ireland already indicates: the type of problems 
which w i l l emerge when some of the members refuse the adoption of other 
Community decisions in^exchange for larger concessions* or a greater 
participation in the«distribution of the benefits of the integration process. 
Other sectors or. activit ies which appeared to be stagnated and: in which 
there have been d i f f i cu l t i e s in the adoption of community decisions . - even 
of very modest ones ;*TT are the energy and research and development po l ic ies . 
In these f i e l d s , unilateral t es ta t ions have proved impossible to control 
at a regional l eve l . This i s particularly evident in the f i e l d of energy 
pol icy. •••:.• . c•. n r.;c .'• î-, •. .. .:r." •.•• ¡-.- • 
c ) v i t a l i t y • - ::.; . ; 
The foregoing considerations should not obscur e o r diminish the merit 
of those integrated activit ies where the process r è v e ó l s a def inite v i t a l i t y . 
in, àiong other f i e l d s , the: disàiésîonà on the 
future of tìùr Còmktnity, thé financement of i t s 
inst itutions, I t s external economic relat ions, thé manner in which the member 
governments have' organized themselves to participate actively in the process, 
and in the mechanisms which allbw the participation of di f ferent social 
sectors in the O>omunity*s decision-making process. These are the f i e lds 
which, in the author*s opinion, deserve to be pointed out as indicators of 
the v i t a l i t y of thè integration process of Wèstern Europe, and fthich constitute 
good examples of imagination and creativity. "J" c 
Regarding the" discussions on thé future of the European 
Community, a very nèt division was found among those who someone called 
"globali3ts and pra^màtists". The f i r s t group favours the implementation 
o i global schmes of unif ication which should be attained through previously 
agreed stages and terms. '^Tlïô'pragmatista, on the other hand, wish to act 
up$à those 'ïtascteptible to integrative decisions, 
/even i f 
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even if that require® the adoptic?»,o£ partial decisions, whose accumulation 
will lead to ? , an- l i u ^ e ^ n 9<:e future- common construction hard to 
conceive by preset, generations v, SBhey consider thejprtjcessras of a vary 
long term nature, ¡and hence, it is the cc^pg-generations that corresponds 
the task of endowing a common instruction; of, aformal and global 
framework» . ,,r, -,n -¿.-¿v. is L-v.;,. •'• 
This discussion,, aitjti^sj.reesembles,-a g^ea£ deal, the one held scape 
time ago by "£e4£ralt?tg" .^^..Mfiin^o^^is^^^ : Nevertheless, it cannot 
be said that .any of these two- p^spe^tiy^ «mstitutes the official position 
of those responsibly of running; the .Community's, institutions. Rather, both 
tendencies coexist in ^.^eativ-^ jtgnsipn thaf-jrefl^cts, itself in subjects 
such as monetary union or „̂ ix̂ clb! e l e ^ t i o ^ t i ^ ^ 
Someone even went as far . as ta^tzy to locate these tendencies among the 
personnel of. thê  .¿fcmntog^^ entrusted with 
the execution of^alr§ady(<adopted decisions .favoured; atpartlal or a step by 
step,approach,,:while;; jpppg..,the members:o:£.;the, pabinets^of••-•the Commissioners 
- ch^ged ^ t h ;outlining.: thefuture of the. Qoraminity - t.therevprevailed .a 
more„globalist ,conceptien_9f this future. In this respect, the author; 
found that the division did not ,showrlt^lf in terms as net as the oneso 
described,^, and that' both¿tendencies0ca^ he-found at different hierarchical 
levels». What0was¡evident Is ghat Shis-creative tensioxiismong both conceptions 
generates a constant discussion regarding the Community ',s future » -which-
translates itself into the identification and elaboration of Imaginative: 
proposals that are often transformed into Important decisions»: s 
Another indicator of the vitality of :,the integration of Western Europe 
can be found in the functioning of its institutions^. A H of them have a • 
wider margin of maneuver vis a vis the member governments in-thedegree in 
which their financial resources depend increasingly less from governmental 
will. The fact that the Community is at the point of reaching, the total 
financement of its institutions jend its programmes with its. own resources, 
constitutes one elementthai: helps to. understand the dynamism which can .be 
.••gpwft,of.these Institutions* • o : , 
/Such dynamism 
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Such dynamism cari i>ó found, for- instance, tó the meetings of the 
European Parliament, despite thè fact thati i t i s endowed with re lat ively 
weak powers in contrast with the ^almost absolute ones enjoyed by the Council 
of Ministers. I r i the discussion o f the 1978 budget, which the author had 
the opportunity of observing in Luxenboutg,the Parliament revealed a v i ta l i ty 
that can be i l lustrated through the description of some interesting detai ls . 
F i r s t , the representatives are grouped by Ideological tendency rather than 
by country of or ig in . In this Way, the Presidency o f the Parliament - with 
the representatives'of the Commission at i t s t i g h t and those of the Council 
of Ministers at i t s l e f t - faces thè following èrctapsjfrom l e f t to r ight , 
the communists, the soc ia l i s ts , the christi^n denocrats, the conservatives 
and progressive democrats- together^ knd,- f inal ly, -the1 » l iberals . Then, thè 
discussion i t s e l f made evident, -for instancy a sort of al l iance between 
the Parliament and the Commission against the restr ict ive pretensions of 
the Council, without this excluding the expression of criticism by some of 
the group representatives-against the budget proposed by the Commission, 
particularly doe to thè•fact"*that"its was considered - t h a t t h e proposal did 
not contain any neŵ  coomùnity act iv i t ies } ' ¿11 ò f i t ih-support ò f ' the need 
to approve an expansive budget for the coming year* - . - •-> 
I : ..• The functioning Of t h e C o m m i s s i o n w i t h i t s 10'000 pèrsons, of which 
almost half are¿translation-personnel duè tò the divérsity of language^ that 
prevails In the Community - can be described in the sameway. The sizé of 
I ts personnel, the d i f ferent opinions' on the*Community's àitute* as well as 
the discussions between global ists and prègmatists, are also evidence of the 
v i t a l i t y which characterizes the institutions of thè European Community. The 
sane can be said of the Council of Ministers, in whose secretariat - functions 
which contrary to the case of Central America are not carried out by the 
Commission - work around 1 000 persons, which ref leéts -the increasing 
importance on the intergovernmental orgaii of the process» and which in the 
end s t i l l preserves the decision making power. Unfortunately, i t was not 
-possible for the author to directly Observe the weekly meetings of the Council 
and of the Consuls sion* since they have a reserved character éad only" those 




of this*- the c$p<ftt£âiXÇjr interviewing some- ©f the partici« 
pstots, by all mèàife poOs^ àibsl?iWte^f £ìfhé direct observation of their 
functioning, »Y"*-' u s 2-y- • ' 
The most important eiétóits Òf̂  the ikrammlty's institutional equilibrium 
are btmistituted by thé&e th*ee itistitu&bass thie dcSàôlisdic^ ' 'wlâ?«âï' vtaès 
intensely and frequently its power Of itiltiaidvéf the PaBtiamieiit," which 
exercises its weak powers of coritrol, iâftsiWënt in the possibility of asking 
for the resignation of a member of the 'ÙMtóissión litèl the opinion it has to 
give on the budget proposal which is riot binding, & d the Council*, which 
preserves the deòislon< making powèrV3"ÀÌÌÌ'S unanimità given the 
resistance of seine Adopting the majority 
rule already agrëèd ûpbn iff thé'Treaty '"fhì's1 l ^ t was òne'of the 
reaôons identified"-feyè-î^re&èntative o f g r o u p intervlèWd to 
explain someof thèpiobìéms "aftd- thè Stâ^ation' èkÎiïbited in srane sectors 
by the Eù^pean tkèÉHHiityri,i ' > v • .-'y:-* t e 
Indicators of ^tallty ¡¿ari alio fee found" in" othèï âilas, not strictly 
institutioxiélc, âs for instance in thé way the government!^are^ organisedto 
participate iti tfië proéeiëi £à-Ëhe;iiiê ani8m3i'>'â'tk>"''illbw' théparticipatibri 
of different sôCiàï Séctbrs, a n d ' t h e ; éotóhit^,'i éxteriial rélatfôhs. 
Î KégaËSÈûs mè' !mim : ót tfie^e'-sfibjebtsfchè'SàÉtìór^òòuià^'óbtàin'''" 
infbttóàtletì bn~the ftmetibfting~ô'f'meëhazd.si&s :'fbr̂  ébordi^tióh 
"ferent igoveiitóént agencies afféetéd Wtf-iï&é'^tëgcÎBtîoè :pxéce8à''r£à thè 2 
^United KlngdbflTand Italy, Each one of thëse5mddels of natïoâéi organization 
- although diffèrent dué to their adequati©« to thé peculiarities Of each 
one of these governments - repre'sènts an efficient way of perfbrmiàg this 
complex task Of coordination, given the wide ¿¿ope of community activities. 
Without going Into the organizational details Of each case observed, it can 
be said that the integrative proceéé has required' from the governments thè 
establishment of such mechanisms for their adequate participation. The tasks 
which these imechanisms assume are basically those of coordinating the 
participation of diffèjièntgoVefcnbèritai agencies involved in à 'certain' 
decision,'••:àrid: alâothosérelated' tb the elaboration of kna^iòtìiàl'po^ticm 
of thé; "gbVerrfettent ¥tp aitinterdepartmental level. I t coul'd be èstJ>Ilshèd 
/that in 
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that in almost a l l - the menbèr governments ^ 'except in West Germany -
mechanisms of this sort have béèn established for their internal coordination 
and the elaboration of a national pol icy. 
Probably another' interesting fact which i l lustrates the v i ta l i ty of 
the integration process of Western Eùròpe canbè found in the participation 
of d i f ferent social sectors in the adoption of decisions. The way in which 
this participation takes place'goes beyond the formal mechanisms designed 
and established for such a'purpose, as in the case of thè Economic and Social 
Council. Several representatives of differentipressure-groups in charge of 
the o f f i ces that they have established in Brussels, indicated a preference 
for direct access to the Cornais s i o n l n the preparatory stage of decision 
making, instead of the more formal consultations which take place within 
the Economic and Social Council. ^This direct access and the need of expressing 
an opinion on thè Commission's proposals» constitute the main factors which 
explain the creation of such o f f i ces in Brussels by di f ferent pressure groups 
organized In federations »'and endowed with personnel of equivalent q u a l i f i -
cations to the one found' In the Commission » w h i c h are devoted to monitoring 
community act iv i t ies , to warn: the member organizations on thé di f ferent 
decisions that can a f fect their interests, and to thé organization of periodic 
meetings wheté the leaders of these national organisations havë an opportunity 
to establish personal contacts. In some instances, i t Is thé Commission which 
I s interested in learning the opinions of the di f ferent national organizations, 
-tin which case i t finances the travel "expenses o f . the national leaders to bring 
than to Brussels and holds the necessary consultations. ' This i s the preferred 
sort of access '«•» that i s , thé direct one before the presentation of thè 
proposals, to the member¿governments - rather than the other more formal 
contacts through the Economic and Social Council, which, although perceived 
as another opportunity to express-an opinion, seem to be considered less 
e f f ec t ive . • "v ••Ji.:' 
The author had the opportunity in Brussels of interviewing some Of the 
functionaries In chargejof the o f f i ces of the trade unions, the bankers' and 
.the savings and loans coops. Unfortunately , l t was impossible to do* the sane 




organisation*«-:; AJ-Itperson*., •jM*te£yie»»!i agreefd on the preference .for the 
direct aeeessmentlonedabaye. Theyc also-added, among other Interesting 
factf^ that besides, the tasks of pressure and information, one. of the most 
important- IndJLrect; benefits of ^ e - .fpjctlpplng;.of these grc^pings ~ has been 
a certain learning pcpoess that, has t a k ^ p l a ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ' l ^ t ^ r s 
- mainly through their per«otn$ij qo^apts - th,e solution of conanon problems. 
Some persons even stated t^to$uch $ learning prpc^ssb.wae . aa.; important as 
their pressure and information tfs.ks>i^ ! ;•••.•;•••,•;•' :: Jo 
A final' interesting^ information pnthese prgasizatlpns* refers to their 
internal structuret oGenerally.» it can.beeaid that; almost all of these 
organizations- have eder al- structure,, that ? is»;; one representative with 
_pne. vote- B ^ l » npne of the cases observed, 
supranational traits in .their decision-mp^ijag procedures could be found, ' 
- as in the case with Community instltv£ipns?.~ unanimity rule seems to 
prevail. 
To conclude, a last indicator of the vitality of the integration 
process of Western Europe could be found in its external relations* First 
in the economic ones, with indicators such as a coordinated participation 
in the negotiations tending to the reform of the international monetary 
system, the multilateral trade negotiations (NTM) of the GAIT, or the 
negotiatins with 45 developing countries that signed the LomS Convention. 
Second, in the external political relations of the member countries, some 
evidences are beginning to emerge of common positions, as in the case of 
the coordination of the Nine in the United Nations General Assembly in 
New York, or in the issuing of some common statements on certain subjects 
of international actuality, as in the case of the relations, of the Community 
with South Africa. These are some of the examples which can be mentioned 
in support of the possibility that the Community will express itself with 
a single voice In the International scene, and although many differences 
persist - particularly in relation to highly controverted issues -- gradually 
and around certain subjects, the European Community is emerging as an actor 
in the present international system. 
'."J .;', i . " • ' • •"•:" • - ; . :: •'. • " ' ' '•• ¡s 




I t should: bementionédthat somè of thèse common Esternai activities 
aré mentioned proudly^ as precedents of a camaon external economic policy. 
Such i s the case of the^Lomâ ¡Convention^ which l s considered an example of 
harmonious relations between developing and Industrialized: countries. -
This explains why someof theîcriticisms? against; the Convention, that 
mainly originate among thè Latin American? countries or àôaOng developing 
countries that do not enjoy preferential accfess, prbvoke a certain irritation 
among some of the Commission's functionaries, "'Anyway, l e t i t be sufficient 
here to; point out fdiat the external relations of the' Community are another 
example of the v i ta l i ty exhibited by the Western European integration process, 
which can be betterr i l lustrated by the iac^ i t : I s - hoped that next year wi l l 
witness the-signature of a cooperation agreement wi'th-the People's Republic 
of China and the opening of negotiations withi-the member countries of the 
Council on Mutual Economic Assis tance?'(C&MECON). : .i " - 5 
d) : Conclusion "••: '¡o : : • t -.vc-v.- S-r I ,-L-
The preceding exançles'of progress, stagnation and v i ta l i ty in the 
European Community deserve^'that an attempt be made to draw some conclusions 
on Its perspectives. * Tiie conviction that the process is of a long tena 
nature seems to prevail among inost of the functionaries or the institutions 
Visited. Thè scarce probability that global solutions w l ï l be adopted in 
thè nèar futurè causes thè impression that the Community wi l l continué' 
evolving by the simultaneous occurrence of progresses, stagnations^ and 
even setbacks. And that unless extraordinary circumstances occur, particu-
lar ly in the lnternatlóñai system, that would forcé the member countries to 
forego some of their exclusive or sovereign attributes, the present generation 
of Europeans has résigned Itse l f to riot witnessing in their time the cons-
truction of a larger entity or the emèrgénce of a new actor in the present 
international system, in the meantime, there seems to prevail"the conviction 
that partial progressed br advancements should be promoted to prepare the 
ground, until there ëxist m>rë favourable circumstances, that wi l l allow 
coming generations to deal with the task of cons t i l t i n g such larger entity. 




European Instruction is perceived far.-:awfĵ and. impossible to complete 
at the present time. As long tfiS'tSonammity will continue 
to be placed in, an intermediate stage of .f spjectrum that goes from; the 
separation of thf .member countries to the .larger entity, difficult to 
characterise. but exhibiting a vitality of its. ô ju, that at times exasperates 
those which wpuld .lilte. to,.jwltaess in their time :,£he,achievement; of the final 
g 0 a l* " -T.-i r.V.»,'.. .iii.'iv ̂ V • V-; •• 
3, The relations 
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ci -.J : 3a ' Thërelat ions between the:'Europe an 
c . Community and Central America 
The relations .between the:EuropeanCommunit5r and Central America should 
be analyzed within the larger contèxt furnished by the relations of the 
Community.- with Latin America; and the l a t te r , in turn> should bë placed 
within the; larger : framework of the policy of the Community towards ' 
developing countries that do not enjoy preferential access. The Lomé 
Convention, whose renegotiation w i l l begin next year, constitutes the 
instrument of the policy of the European Community towards those developing 
countries with which some member countries have re lat ively more Intense 
l inks, such as the colonial past shared by France and England with some 
African and Caribbean countries. This Instrument,-as i t was mentioned . 
before, i s considered an example of harmonious relations between indus-
tr ia l ized and developing countries. The countries of Latin America are 
among those which do not enjoy preferential access to the Community, and 
other instruments constitute what can be considered the policy of the 
latter towards them. I t can then be understood why i t i s convenient to 
review, even b r i e f l y , the ut i l izat ion of these other instruments in the 
region, before considering the more specif ic problem of the relations of 
the Community with Central America. 
I t should be mentioned here that in the opinion of an acute 
observer of the external economic relations of the Community, these 
instruments hardly constitute a policy, since he considers - probably 
with some exagération - that their significance i s almost of a laughable 
dimension. Which was explained and jus t i f i ed by arguing that the 
Community cannot grant the same preferences to a l l developing countries 
and that its interests are relatively more important in the countries 
signatories of the Loraë Convention. This observation illustrates the - _ 
sort of difficulties faced by those dèveloping countries that do not 
enjpy preferential access - among, which are found those of Latin America • 
In their relations with the European Community. 
/a> The Community 
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a)' ' yhe C<mmmlt7 'a&d Latin Aiafegjifca"1 ' • 
Generally speaking, the. instruments of the Community's external 
economic policy towards latin America reflect the lesser priority that 
it grants to developing countries that do not enjoy preferential access. 
Nevertheless, it is not from this perspective that such instruments should 
be described, but from a Latin American point of view that will enable 
to explore later the possible links that could be established between 
the Community and Central America* 
The above mentioned instruments are numerous and some have a 
procedural character, as in the case of the mechanism for dialogue in 
which participate the .Latin American Ambassadors and the Commission. This 
mechanism allows for an opportunity, at least once every six months, for 
the Latin American representatives to express a previously agreed common 
position. The opinion was found, among some of the Latin American 
Ambassadors, ^hat although the results are scarce> the dialogue is 
important in view of the exchange of points of view which it allows. In 
addition, some Ambassadors identified several difficulties that have 
appeared to arrive at.a common position among the Latin American countries, 
which was attributed to the heterogeneity that characterizes the region. 
In general, the opinion on the dialogue is positive, since it is considered 
a useful mechanism of mutual information. 
Within the Commission many hopes were expressed on the possibilities 
of identifying concrete common activities between the European 
Community and Latin America through the intensification of contacts with 
the Latin American Economic System (SELA). In this sense, the recent 
visit, in May 1977, of SELA's Executive Secretary to the Coamission was 
considered as the beginning of a process of cooperation among both 
institutions with regards to Latin African regional projects, particularly 
in sectors such as agriculture and nutrition, fertilizers and handcrafts. 
The cooperation that already exists between the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB) and. the CtonmEunitjr, was also pointed put. as another example 
of the sort of instruments, which have been used to execute the policy 




Two additional instruments identified a?e$ f i r s t , the System of 
Generalized Preferences (SGP) and, second, the recent unilateral 
concessions granted by the Community within the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations (MTN) of the GATT tô imports o i tropical products, ~ 
In relation to the first of these instruments, It can be said 
that undoubtedly the SGP has allowed access to a considerable number of 
products from Latin America to the widened market of the European 
Community. Nevertheless, as experience indicates with these type of 
preferences, the relatively more developed and larger countries have 
been the ones that have derived most benefits from the System. This is 
not necessarily a deliberate decision, but only a Consequence of the 
more powerful export capacity of the main beneficiaries." The statistics 
in Table 1 help to substantiate this point. 
It should be mentioned that the Commission is making efforts to 
remedy these unbalance effects of the SGP, through the organization 
of seminars and other information efforts in the relatively smaller 
and least developed countries. But in the end, it is a structural 
problem linked to the economic dimension and level of development of 
these countries which is hindering their possibilities of obtaining 
' - ••!'. .:.'• ' 7 f'-. ' i&^i^-. 5i.- o ' ; - r ! • • -¿y,: . ' 
larger benefits from the SGP. 
In relation to the unilateral concessions granted in the MTN of 
the GATT, the decision is of so recent adoption that its impact and 1 
significance cannot yet be assessed. 
Another instrument of the Community's external economic" policy 
towards developing countries that do not enjoy preferential access is , • » 1 r • •• « -
the support of development projects by means of granting financial 
assistance for their execution. Although the amounts are ait present hot 
very significant, there are two interesting conditions or requirements 
to be noted in this instrument. First, this financement is earmarked 
preferentially for projects located in least developed countries, and 
second, particularly in those which a rie' members of'integration processes. 
In these terms, for instance, the Central American countries obtained 




: MAIN BENEFTCIARIESOF THESYSTEM OFGENEKALIZED PREFERENCES 
..... - OF,THE EUROPEAN. CQMMUL^TS\, 19?5 AND 19.76 . 
• v (Thousands öf Eütopeaft iintts of aotount)^ • 
1^75 - ' ^ 1976 / 
- Yugoslavia-'' - - >-239,'645':j;;'-:i-!",>' •  377 578 
Brazil- ••=-:•' • "¿•'•S&CP-yga h••• 
HongKOäg- • > ^ - - l - V - ; " - 249 700 
South Korea 118 050 237 209 
Halas&a- •• ' v f • .-.s-w:/. 40 117 '-"-¿f 223 005 
. India • • • 1 - 4 3 0 7 5 ' - . , i ' -^209^551 
Pakistan • '^¿.r.-.H- i..\r-rt ̂ o >-82-371- vo •>••>.* 
Singapur ""'--sv-o b^-zd: v.--.: &3;496-i:' 1 ' 93 205 -
Mexico v---^ •.•«••.: e/. 58«694 ¿'J^i.-- - '78 827 
Roumania ' r. 98329- trj . ' -75--95g -..••• 
Argentina"- f;..: h,t?..>i--> ; 47-225: ? ~ -71 173 
Peru . -a:< w l ' - ' f ^ s V ' S A f - - •<•£ • " O 19 177' 
Venezuela ».?> Jtv? 1:?189-* • •• v-*t rv::-^ ööf1 ' 
.. J vî r'-or- f..-..'vo.-.i--
v European Community, Delegation for Latin. America, -
Inf ormaciSn de Prensa 46/77. Santiago, i&rveafcer 7, 1977. 





account for three projects: one of small fisheries In Honduras, another 
for supporting lÉ̂ eck" * Am x̂r&ca * and' Panana 
(INCAO), and a third one to support the regional programme for grain 
Storage through t h ~ e . £ é ¡ r i £ r a l - I n t e g r a t i o n (CABEI). 
I t was also pointed out that this type of aid could be increased in the 
Community budget for 1978 to a total of seven million units of account 
for the Central Américán countriés .*" This i s the sort of instrument 
that,1 due to the above mentioned requisites, can be of some significance 
and potentiality for the relatively least developed countries of Latin 
America that participate in Integration processes, as the Central American 
countries. 
Finally, another instrument of ! the Community's external economic 
policy are the b i latera l agreements that i t has signed with some 
Latin American countries. In these, a certain preference can be 
observed for the larger and relatively more developed countries since 
the Community has signed agreements of this sort with Brazi l , Argentina, 
Mexico and Uruguay« In this respect' a contradiction may be found 
between the principles that inspire -the Community's policy and i t s 
results , i f and when i t i s admitted^that this policy has an integra« 
tionist vacation and that i t aims" to benefit the relatively least 
developed, countries. —- r - — 
When the: existence,.pi such a contradictipn was discussed with some 
of the functionaries responsible" for' th'e relations with Latin America 
in the Commission, several arguments were offered against this assertion. 
One of them argued that this sort of bi lateral agreement does not have 
much real economic or commercial significance, but that i t has been 
mainly po l i t ica l ; some held, as i t was already mentioned, that these 
Instruments were not important in view of the scarce significance of 
the Community's policy towards developing countries that do not enjoy 
preferential access; f ina l ly , i t was said that the Community has signed 
bi lateral agreements with those countries which had possibi l it ies of 
doing so, or that have demanded i t . 
/Nevertheless 
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Nevertheless, thé author is not convinced that these arguments 
justify the above mentioned contradiction, in view of the evident absence 
of similar agreements with the existing integration processes in latin 
America or with sòme of the relatively less developed countries of the 
region. 
In a very brief and possibly incomplete way, those'mentioned are 
the instruments ' that constitute thé policy' of the European 
Community towards Latin America, which are framed within thé context of 
its relations'with developing countries that do not enjoy preferential 
access. As it can be observed, despite its scàrcé economic significance, 
there exists a reiterated tendency of using some of these instruments 
to favor the relations with larger;and relatively more developed countries. 
This is more evident when the Unbalanced benefits of the SGP and the 
bilateral agreements of economic cooperation are observed. The integ-
rationist vocation and the preference for least developed countries has 
not been translated into concrete results in'the case of these two 
instruments. In thé case of the SGP, the explanation can be found in the 
greater capacity of each one of the main beneficiaries, but in the case 
of the bilateral agreements, it has to be considered'that these last are 
deliberate actions. Quite tlie contrary - a fact which supports the 
principles'mentioned above «'is the granting of financial aid for the' 
éxecution òf regional projects in least developed countries that participate 
in integration processes. 
The author wishes to state, when repeating these critical assertions, 
that he had the opportunity of discussing them in some of the interviews 
that he held during the visit and that he has tried to reproduce the 
arguments against them as faithfully as possible. 
b) The Community and Central America 
The possibilities for the suscription of a cooperation agreement 
between the Community and Central America as a unit, should be evaluated 




During the vis it the^e ,ve,re several opportunities to point out 
the importance which an .agreement, similar to the bilateral ones 
that the Community has. .already ©ascribed with other latin « 
American countries ». would have for. the .Central American integration 
process, basically from the perspective of its init ia l political signi-
ficance, in view of ,the legitimacy i t would grant to .the Central American 
process and the diversification that i t wouldentail of . I ts external 
economic relations» These arguments in favor of an Agreement between 
both integrative processes w^re generally recognised, particularly the 
one related to the.impoesibili ty of init ia l ly achieving other more 
ambitious objectives*,., ,,r, 
Even so, some of the di f f icult ies of reaching ..such an agreement 
should be pointed out. A ;Theiir..:descr|,p^ion follows, in order to il lustrate 
the .kind of ef fort , th^t the Central American governments wpuld have to 
do to attain this objective,. Such description w i l l a l ^ o help to 
i l lustrate the way in .which the.crisis of tbe Central American integration 
process has negatively affected its.InteRational image,.which is one 
of the main conclusions deriyed byr; the author, from.his v is i t po the 
European Coopunlty«,* .. .... ,. ,,.., r . .. , 
Oneof the main, dif f iculties identified was that Central America, 
even considered .aq a whole,, is s t i l l of a relatively small dimension._ 
This is shown by the .statistics of .trade between the Community.and some 
of the Latin American countries with which i t has signed bilateral cooperation 
agreements, and even when these figures are compared with those corresponding 
to the member countries of the Andean Group as a whole, although less 
so when Central America.as a unit is compared:tylth some of these last 
countries Individually. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The statistics in Table 2 point out to the convenience for the 
Central American governments to abandon the pretension, of attracting 
unilaterally the attention of the European Community with the • 
purpose of signing a bilateral agreement1 This Is one of the cases In 
which the joint participation of' "the Central American countries is most 
needed and which makes obvious the increase in bargaining power that 
such joint participation would entail. 
••--<• "i.rv^' /Table 2 
Table 2 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY: IMPORTS ÄND EXPORTS OF SOME LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, I97O TO 1976 zj 
-n 7 (Millions of U.S.-Dollars) 
1970 "• - - ': 1971 1972. 197? »97* 197̂  
Imports Exporte' Imports - Exports - Imports Exports .! Imports Exports / Imports Exports» Imports Exports Imports Exports 
Argent Ina 981 . 564 959 ' 60 i *. 1.068 r : 667 : l 662 621 ; 1556 • .989 1064 '••'  l poi.„ 1 478 809 
Brazl 1 1 079 725 l 122 1 018 I 512; [ 349 2 465 I 788 : 2 677 3 128 ,2 714 2" 673 2 981 2 473 
Mexico 139 484 134 502 ... 149 Ï 558 •• 2 IT 413 i 1 U 6 385 ' 1-202 419 l 085 
Anöean Grouo i m 874 1Ü22 : i m 173 ; I M y i i a « JL224 r, 2,001 ; . 2 023 •'.. 2 648. 2 M6. 2 543 
Bollvia • 96 • >6 67 29 72- 31 t r 89. 33 ... ~ 86 : : 68 I06 J . 102 . 114 91 
Colomb la •z 204 : 174 203 . 202 % 235., 2|8 290: 248 : 371 376 L-' 4^2 ' :38? 626 344 
Ecuador 58 ' 66 64 75 .;>, r 70. ti 7® 10Ö ii6 '.>• 138 180 : ? 140 : >9l;f 137 198 
Peru ; 345 173 . 308 212 314 r 219 i 274 y/ 3<>7 . 419 • 523 332 >88 
Venezuela 392 • 425 455 520 389 : 446 • 753 1 f 914 : 958 . ... 962 ; 1 33s- 907 l 522 
Central America 260 i 2 i m m ' M 2 Ü t 
;4Ü5 283 1; 122 ' 665 :M 6ag 407 
Costa Rica 51 51 - 56 49 ei:- :=, 54 • . : 120 73 r 1 4 1 ,. 96 : 137 75 I05 80 
E l Salvador V 69 40 • 61 43 ' 7 3 48 ; 73 • 58 ; 117 ;9i 145 81 229 94 
Guatema la ' 59 ; : 52 .65 .. 59 : " 7 6 ; 59 92 7 3 . 151 107 : w i 1 H l 179 ;.- 129 
Honduras ; 47 ,. 21 ... 47 ^ 2?; 25 61 30 57 43 L 61 39 83 :} 4i 
Nicaragua ?4 -• .30 \ . 30 • !;. 27 40. 27 59 49 I05 95 I.07 ' 5 6 93 63 
Sources In t or national Monetary fund. Direction of Trade. Annual 1970-1975 - ! ' : " ^ . 
¡ J Composed of 9 countries, Including the three that became members In 1973. 
ns 
h» 
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Nevertheless, as it was already indicated, it seems that 
Central America - even acting as à unit in its relations with the 
Baropean Community - would have some difficulties in justifying the 
need for an agreement only from the. perspective of Its dimension. In 
this respect, a functionary of the Conanission - maybe with excessive 
frankness - asserted that Central America, even jointly, represented a 
"neglectful quantity" (une quantité négligeable) of the total foreign 
trade of the Community. But fortunately the justifying arguments for 
the need of an agreement among both integration processes ate not only 
found on the side of its economic dimension or significance* ! Such 
arguments, as it was mentioned briefly before, are furnished by the 
inherent contradictions that'exhibit tbe external economic policy 
of the .Community towards developing countries that do , not 
enjoy preferential access. Particularly by the fact that such policy 
defines itself as possessing an integrationikt vocation and of giving 
preference to relatively less developed countries. The Central ; American . 
countries are precisely among*the relatively least developed-of Latin 
America and participate in an integration process, which is going through 
one of its most acute crisis, but whose existence is not in doubt. 
These are, in the author'i opinion, thé main arguments' to justify 
the need for suscribing a cooperation agreement between both integration 
processes. That is, there exist concrete interests on-both, sides which 
could be brought together by means of the signature of a cooperation 
agreément. For Central America, it would mean obtaining morfc international 
legitimacy for its intégration procèss.-and a geographical; diversification 
1 
of its, external economic relations, besides initiating a process of 
elaboration of a common external economic policy that will make<evident 
for the member governments the increase in bargaining power which entails 
their joint participation. For the European Community it would 
mean to put into practice' two of the basic principles that Inspire its 






Another difficulty ¿ a c e d ' tSe^possièiiity ' oiÉ'' siiscriblng an agreement 
is related to the international imageprojectedby the Central American 
integration processi The crisls which the process haa been experiencing 
since 1969 has hègàtî^ëly àflëètéd thé credibility on its future prospects, 
at least ànumg somë Circles. All of which is negatively affected also 
by a perCeptionof intra-Central American relations mainly based on 
those events that rèach the headlines of the most in^ortant newspapers 
in Europe; evenës whlbh'in its majority, due to their necessary spectacu-
larity, influence negatively thé image of the Central American integration 
procéss. The âilent prègréss of integration in'thé "région, or the 
persistence of'intra-Regional interdependence despitethe crisis, has 
not attracted the attention of the most 'important European newspapers. 
Furthermore, the conflict between El Salvador and Honduras still 
remains in the mérnory bf éômé persons, as evidénce of the scarce prospects 
which they grant to'^nl:ral Ànëi-ican intégration. ' Finally, other 
persons mentioned thé problem of thé violation of human rights imputed 
to some of the éèhtrâi American governments, as iân obstacle to the 
possibilities of establishing closer relationships between both' integration 
processes. In this "feen'se, it was-mentioné'd that in Iàixéinbourg, on 
5 April, ^"''dw^s^ionV^t^e "Jtarliament and 
the COuhcil of MinistérW of thé Européan Community ' *ha<î suseribed 
lâ stateméht on htiman rights*. " And the ¿onknissibri' s position 'on this 
matter was" also recalled, as expressed by Mr. W. Ôaferkamp in the meeting 
of the European Parliament held in Strasbourg on May 11 1977, which 
consists'in the utilization of "thrée ways to egress the support of" the 
Community for human rights throughout the world: " ' 
-• by means of the insertion of clauses on human rights in 
. -, -negotiations with other countries; - • 
T by means of their inclusion in Commercial discussions, and 
- by means of supporting humanitarian organizations".^ 
1/ European Community, Delegation for Latin America, Informaci-Sn 




One lési difficulty yhidh vas ̂ b'inteá out ^"Tíút ;(òn 'which thé 
Central Amer ican! governments hávé mádé ìàaté efforts tà overcome it -
lies in what some personé considered as; the inability ofCehtral America 
• of speaking with a single Voice. - Ih several dcas¿ibtii# the author had 
the impression that* s c ^ ^unctlbtiâtiès^ of the tonmi'ssioh were asking 
from Central America thé^amé "thèfthe foiímer «bf ' State of 
the United States,7 Henry Kissinger, had asked from'thé-European 
(immunity,. when he regretted that the Community 'did not have the capacity 
of expressing itsëlf with à sifoglfe voibèi ' ' ^ ; r ^ 
In other ocassionS, this - "Central Amerlcanlhability^was attributed 
to the fact that thé tüfeggraéioá process -ib ̂his'tfìit't'wf' ®t!Üé world lacked 
a prescription similafc t& tfté 'bhe cbntâiried in Abrticl^ 113 óf the "treaty 
of Home, Which grants plyiâèrs' to thé Commission to' initiate negotiations 
with third countries. Thiskttitudé of trying to fitìd a functional 
equivalent of the European Commission Iñthé 'Centrât American 
process - was evidenced in severai opportunities.1 Máybe* such a pretension 
is based on a relative ignorance of thé pécuHaiPiti^s that characterize 
- the Central American ^rocessandof the 'èvidentdifîerencès that exist 
among both integration'processes. - In:Jfa*ít¿ to try ' tb find a spokesman 
equivalent to ttíe European Coàinissiòn ih the Central Ame rican integration 
process, sets aside oné óf the basic characteristics òf íts Institutional 
evolution, which consists of itsdéscentralized nature and the absence of 
a primus Inter pares among the regional institutions. This, in addition 
to the fact that it- reveals a certain Ignorance, a problem that seems to 
be related to thé imagé that Central American Integration projects 
internationally, already mentioned above.' 
The same happens, for instance, when I t is a t t e s t e d tb evaluate 
the evolution of Central American integration and its objectives by conparing 
them with the European experience. Particularly when i t is considered 
that the f ina l goal, in the case of the European Community* i s 




defined as of now, while the ^oalof CentralAmerican integration is not 
such political integration but th§ .contribution:t;o .the participants' 
development. The author found thft, in some, opportunities» such 
comparative exercises led some of the persons interviewed „.to .assertions ; 
as gross as, for.instance, the one.made .by a European. functionary, that 
"all integration processes in Latin America are a disaster". In great 
measure this might be due to the fact that, because of sheer ignorance* 
the evolution of Latip American .integration^ is evaluated against the 
European experience, an exercise whic.h.leads to the useless search of 
prescriptions similar to the one. contained .in Article .113 of the Treaty 
of Rome, or of a spokesman as the Conanission, andeven to ascribing to 
the Latin. American processes.the same goals pursuedj>ythe European process. 
Nevertheless, such cpmparisons, by ftll .plains impossible or. useless -
are not f a i r to the. e f forts that the .{Central governments have 
already done to spe^k.with a single. ,yo^e.^vpArti>cu^.arlj%.vith the . v 
European Commission. This, e f f o r t shpuldr not be, underestimated, because 
i t constitutes one, of the f i r s t e f fect ive attempts that the Central . ^ 
American governments .have, made, tp^px&yJLopfty.&Qxee. ffc.f common position 
and to be able thus to speak with a single y p i c e , T h e -author wishes to 
emphasize the importance of the functioning of the Central American . 
Group of Ambassadors and Chiefs of Mission to the European .Cptnmunity*-. 
He had the opportunity of observing the fjo^ctlpnlng.of • the. ,Crp ĝ> • by¡,-; y 
participating in one of i ts biweekly meetingsin,which,the poss ib i l i t ies 
of strengthening this e f f o r t were discussed. ,, i.... ¡..... i r.rí; 
The functioning of the Group evidences the existence of . a mechanism 
that could be still more useful - if endowed with polltical and technical 
support - to eliminate some of tfye impressions which negatively,,affect^ 
the image of the Central American process. It could also be another.-
evidence, easily accesible to the functionaries of the European < 
Community, of the capacity of Central Americavof expressing Itself with a 
single voice. Finally, the Group might constitute the liaison mechanism 
between the institutions of the Community and those of Central American 
integration, with the purpose of Intensifying the relations between both 
until they are translated into a formal agreement between them. 
/The Group 
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The Group functions in Brussels ..and it?, origin^ can be found in the 
discussions which took place ;the Latin American Group on the difflr 
culties of access that bananas had to. (the. .Euro£e<an^#3mniunity0 . .Its 
institutionalization too;^ place only in June 1976,, when the directors of 
the Central American regional, institutions visited the Community. From 
then on, it has been .functioning under ¿the Presidency, pf one of the 
Ambassadors, selected by alphabeticalprder for a.periojd.,af six months, 
and by the celebration of bijieekly meetings, in v^hich it( has bejen decided, 
for instance, to supporjt the demands, pf, emergency aid for. Honduras and 
Guatemala, and to. contribute., to th^ of. ¡some. of the projects 
financed by the Cpmnaanity in Central. America. .,, 
Since the Grpup was. institutionalised during the visit of the directors 
of Central American, regional institutions, .they niade en. offer of technical 
support, which unfortunately hajsi not been translated into concrete results. 
In general,, the Central American,^iobassadors ,feelthat,they are not 
sufficiently informed on the evolution of.the integration process and 
that they should be taken in consideration injtheir role of liaison 
mechanism between Centra^ Aner^icf^^European.Compainitjr*.... - j ... 
A,definite demonstration of jpplitical,support,,,maybe from the 
Central American Ministries of Foreign Affairs, is.probably also lacking, 
so that the. Group would be proyided wHfh the required political backing, 
Towards this possibility ..lead the results,,of the yi?it to Brussels of 
functionaries from, the Central American Ministries of Foreign Affairs,in 
charge of relations with the Community in..June. 1977. i , 
Finally, it.would also be convenient for the Central American govern-
ments that have not.already, done so, to raise their representation to , 
the Community tq ambassadorial level,»with the purpose of integrating the 
Group homogenously, In this sense, the recent designation and arrival, 
of the Ambassador of Honduras to the ^Community, Dr, Roberto. ^ 
Herrera CSceres,leaves only the representations of El Salvador and Panama 
at the level of Charge d 1 A f f a i r e s . - ; 
.. >.-{•.. -'V 1 = ' - ' /All 'this 
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A l l this reveals t h a t . - . s m to carry out 
the dialogue betweenthe European -CoaiiiBBtlty- ' "^~ r"Çeà«ral America with 
the purpose of sTrivlng'-at- the"5 sîi^aturë-of:--a: formal-'agree®fent between 
both integration piwcesseisi ' Of tîie difficulties^m8ntiortèd; ébove, the last 
one seems-to be thé one thathàs begun -fcô besolved, - in v iesro f thé pioneering 
effort of the Centré AméficahAmbasôadors to the Community. Sùch ef fort has 
been recognized ih the o f f i c iaT position expressed by some representatives 
of the Commission, which indicates that they éxclude, in their relations with 
Central America, the possibility of dealing separately with any of these 
governments individually considered, aid that they H j I I Î fcry 'Éo deal with a l l 
of th^w Jointly » . i f .and *?hen,.;çhe Central America^ gpyea^anents can previously 
agree among themselves upon f jaamgon p o s i t i o n o r - . -
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4. Some observations on the Laftftn American Visitors 
Progrannne of the European Parliament 
The observations. j:hatj follow on the Programme, hfve the, purpose of ^u^gesting 
that they be taken into consideration when, organizing.the participation of 
other vis itors» I t should bepointed pjift that, generally speaking, the vis it 
as a whole was f ru i t fu l sin<ce i t prece$e4. by a careful organizational 
e f fort . Nevertheless, the ^ui;hor suggests, thaf t^e, following ob servations 
be taken Into consideration: . , v. , ! t ,, 
• rj.-•t.:'?'.• ":Q •"•! V'i'.••..•• 'V 
a) The selection of. sub jects . ^ ,,j , .>. • 
Given the comple^ty-ofthe WesternEuropean^ proemsV a visitor should., 
not pretend to cover too many subjects in'such a short period of time; other-
wise, there exists the r isk of covering most of them only superficial ly. 
Experience indicated this risk to the author, since he selected originally 
an ambitious l i s t of subjects, which was fortunately reduced in time to 
manageable proportions because of the f l ex ib i l i ty that characterizes the 
Programme, perhaps i t would have been preferable to previously identify a 
central subject area around which the v i s i t could have been organized* 
b ) The method of interviews 
Depending on the subjects selected, this method i s not always the most 
adequate, when i t i s compared, for example, with the direct observation of 
the functioning of a particular institution or programme, as i t was the 
author's experience with the meetings of the European Parliament in Luxembourg. 
Maybe i t would be more convenient, i f the v i s i t can be organized around a 
central subject, to allow the participant to spend seme time in the institu-
tion in charge of the subject of his Interest to observe more accurately the 
way In which i t functions. 
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c) Some logistic problems 
Although most of these were not deliberate and hence d i f f icu l t to 
avoid, the author experienced the dif f iculty that none of the interviews 
he had asked for had been organized on his arrival in Paris, The reasons 
that were mentioned to explain this situation are not of interest here, 
but in the future such inconveniences should be avoided» Fortunately in 
the present case, the prompt intervention of Mr. L. Armstrong and 
Mr. Barker-Jones allowed for the arrangement in very short time of most 




LISI OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED j : 
Camille Becker 
Head of Division (External Relations) 
Directorate General for Information • a." r. 
Commission 
Carmelo C embrero < : ., 
Administrator:..!: o; ^y i.j.^.;:^., ' 
Directorate General for Information . ' ^ ; ? i.; 
Commission 
Marcos Alvarez 
Director of the Centre for Latin American Studies: ^ :: 
Free University of Brussels 
Giampletro Morelli 
Director and Secretary of the Monetary Committee 
Directorate General for Economic and Financial A f f a i r s 
Commission 
Alexandre Stakovitch 
Director of the External Economic Po Hey planning -Staff 
Directorate General for External Relations 
Commission 
Minister E# Watteeuw 
Head of Latin American A f f a i r s ; ^ 
Belgian Ministry of Foreign A f f a i r s 
Denis Blin 
Directorate General for External Relations 
Commission 
Gerd Reinhardt 
Directorate General for External Relations; 
Commission 
Richard Hay 
Chef de Cabinet of the Commissioner responsible for 
Budget and Financial Control, Financial Institutions, • 
Personnel and Administration 
Commission 
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Peter Coldrick 
Secretary of the « 
European Trade Union Confederation: . -rr 
Hanfred Tsichert 
Director of the Brussels Liaison Of f ice 
European Investment Bank 
Harold Adam ( < 
Secretary of the Banking Federation* < 
European Community 
Michel van den Abeele 
Deputy Chef de Cabinet of the Commissioner responsible for 
Economic and Financial A f f a i r s : . > i - J ä Lr; 
Commission 
Eberhard Rhein 
Member of the Cabinet-responsible;for 
External A f f a i r s 
Commission 
Dieter Frisch .>»nii.. . 
Directorate General of Budgets • 
Commission 
Hans Smida 
Directorate Genetaltof Development 
Commission" " 8i-'.--:5r.X ."• .o.- '1 •«.-3 
Dieter Rogalla 
Head of the Division of Staff Regulations 
Directorate for Personnel and Administration • •••. .• 
Commission . •  - ' 
Klaus von Helldorff 
Directorate General of Information1 ; i. : ,-i , ,. 
Commission 
Harry Salter 
Directorate General of Budgets ; ^ . . 
Commission 
Jean Durleux 
Deputy Director : «• •••; ^v . :• :>••,.•• 
Directorate General for Development —is, .) 
Commission j. •••'••. . 
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Brian G» Bender ; -- .r 
First Secretary -w t 
United Kingdom Delegation to the 
European Community 
Henry Etienne 




Directorate General for Regional Policy 
Conmission •. • 
Johannes Teichert 
General Secretary j. .n 
Association Of Cooperative Savings and,.£re#lt Institutions 
European Community 
Professor C. Cerexhe ..•;-;•',.. "> .->• „•.•• 
Centre for European Studies and Director of the 
European Community-Latin American Integration Programme 
University of Louvain . : i v? , ,; i v-
Philippe Lemaitre ä . a -
European Community correspondent of Le Monde 
Pierre Ohlmann 
Head of Division 
Directorate General for Economic and Financial A f f a i r s - c 
Commission- -".•>'<.: '. U r 
Central American Group of Ambassadors and Chiefs of Mission 
to the European Community . i . .. 
Luxembourg 
T .Ba r r e t t . 
Head of Division 
External Relations Committee 
Parliament 
D. Quemerier 
External Relations Committee 
Parliament 
Klaus Pöhla 
Director General of Information • j > 
Parliament :>,.• ..i.. 
ft. H; : îîéinreltfer 
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European Investment Bank 
Rome 
Franz Ondarxa Linares u 
Undersecretary for Economic and Social A f f a i r s 
Ita lo-Latin American Institute 
Senator Franco Grassini 
Agency for Economic and Legislative-Research 
Counsellor Stefano Biondo 
I ta l i an Ministry of Foreign A f f a i r s 
Minister A. Callesnia - • < 
I ta l ian Ministry "of Foreign Affairs^ 
N. Aibanese 
Vice-President . ,, 
Chamber of Commerce for West Af r ica 
Giancarlo Meroni 
Coordinator 7 • ; ;.v!,v 
International O f f i ce 
I ta l ian General Confederation of Labour 
S i lv ia Boba 
International O f f i ce 
I ta l i an General Confederation of Labour 
Giovanni Magnlflco 
Economic Advisor 
Bank of I ta ly 
Paris 
J . Br1ere 
International Department 
Caisse Nationale de Crédit Agricole 
F , Chartrain 
International Department 
Caisse National de Crédit Agricole 
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Colette Dionysius r • . > 
Development Centre of the 
Organization for the Economic Cooperation and Development 
"/"O.V 
E. Fol l in •«.» :> : -v* • 
Deputy Director for Bi lateral Economic Relations with Latin America-
French Ministry of*Foreign A f f a i r s : •. . • 
London 
Charles Sime 
Information Administration Department 
Foreign and Conmonwealth Of f ice 
Robert Sheaf 
Press Of f icer 
Of f ice of the Commission of the European Communities 
Roger Broad 
Head of the Of f i ce of the European Parliament 
J. J. Monaghan 
Head of Brief ing and Publications Section 
HM Treasury 
R. Crompton 
External Relations, European Integration Department 
Foreign and Conmonwealth Of f ice 
J. Penney 
Mexico and Caribbean Department 
Foreign and Commonwealth Of f ice 
E, LeSn Ruiz 
External Service (Latin America) 
British Broadcasting Corporation 
Col. J. Alford 
Assistant Director 
Institute for Strategic Studies 
V. K. Timms 
Principal, European Secretariat 
Cabinet Of f ice 
T. Harris 
Principal, European Secretariat 
Cabinet Of f i ce 
/Peter Strafford 
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Peter Strafford 
Home News Reporter 
"The Times" .... 
D. C. Maxey 
Director and Joint General Manager 
Cooperative Bank Limited and 
Cooperative Commercial Bank Limited 
Guy Huntrods 
Director 
Lloyds Bank International Limited 


